
Network Traffic Analysis (NTA)

Improved Customer Satisfaction
Users demand a stable and fast internet  usage. GreeNet’s NTA monitors both user data & control data to give a true indication (score card) 
of the users perceived internet value. You will know exactly how your user’s experience on your network.  No guess work.

Troubleshooting and complaints handling
All networks have problems from time to time.  What is imporatant to your users is how quickly the network recovers.  NTA can quickly and 
accurately detect any degraded network performance and accurately its root cause.  It means that you can quicky address network issues 
before users are even aware there is a fault.

Security
GreeNet’s BOT, Malware and worm detection allows you to identify infected end points,such as handsets and IOT devices,and suppress the 
malious activity on the network.

PRODUCT BENEFITS
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insightful dasboards with realtime network performance scorecards allow network 
staff to visulaize network performance.

Threat Detection

Advanced virus detections such as DDoS, Zombie, Trojan, Worm, & Malware to 
ensure network stability & information security.

Scenario Monitoring

Large sporting events, music festivals and public events can deteriorate network performance. With NTA thematic scenario monitoring, 
operators can help allocate resources dynamically for maintaining utmost network quality and performance.

User satisfaction is critical to the business success of network operators.
GreeNet’s Network Traffic Analysis (NTA) provides a complete toolkit to capture, store and analyse all vital network and business informa-
tion from any operator’s network. NTA’s dashboards and reporting system to show information in graphical format for easy viewing. This 
will give the network operators a full view of their network elements and their performance in any given time. 

The ease of use platform can be utilized by management, engineering, security, customer support and marketing teams to help deliver the 
best possible service to customers.

The intelligence provided by NTA can be interfaced with GreeNet’s closed loop Quality of Expereince engine, for dynamic network conges-
tion control, reducing RAN load and improving expereince.  

Enterprise-wide visibility of Network Traffic and Control Plane Data



Deployment and Specifications

Analytics Domains
5 key analytics domains to support different business neeeds including;  Network 
Quality, Thematic Analysis, Customer Support, Marketing, Monitoring and Alerting.

Self Service Data Mining
Along with a rich set of out of the box reports and dashboards to represent network 
qaulity of expereience，NTA allows users to model their own questions，mine the data 
and get answer of their own complex questions that may arise.

Sizing
NTA Analytics software and hardware packages are offered in various configurations 
to support different unique use cases from different service providers.
The solution is highly scalable that are designed to support tens of millions of 
endpoints. at carrier networks.
NTA can be installed and runs on on-premise physical X86 servers or on virtual 
machines using VMWare.

PRODUCT BENEFITS

Capacity: 4GB signaling process capacity per node and 50GB user plane process capacity per node.

Flexiblity: Decouple software from hardware architecture to allow evolvement of SDN/NFV, MEC and 5G solutions when they are required.

Diversity: Support various of network topologies including fixed broadband, wireless mobile data, data center, VoLTE and IoTs.

Input Sources: Gn, S1-U, S1-mme, S6a, S10/11,S5/8,Gx, Gy and Gz.

GPDR Compliant:Designed with robust security settings to meet the GDPR requirements.

Scalability: the solutions is designed with flexibility and capability to scale to large 4G and 5G service awareness networks.

SYSTEM SPECIFICATIONS

SERVICES AND SUPPORTS

Technical Support Guaranteed&WarrantyHardware SupportApplication SupportMaintenanceInstallation and Setup

Application Layer
Business Intelligence, User Interface, Self Service Analytics.

Data Processing
Extract, transform, enrich, store, obfuscation, encrypt and generate
XDR records.

Data Acquistion
Collect end to end raw network data from multiple sources.
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